
Fragment
Fragment is a new modular seating system created with designer Todd Bracher. 
Responding to the rapidly changing ways in which we work and live today, Fragment 
offers a wide variety of configurations, adapting to multiple settings and uses.

The proportions are slim, light and mobile – but comfort is retained through the use  
of cushions. Commitment to an exceptional user experience manifests in every detail, 
from stitching, to materials and acoustics.

‘Glimpse gaps’ slice through corners so it’s easy to gauge occupancy without interrup-
tion, while the back and side sections grant the sitter privacy. Fragment is the ideal 
solution for seating in the workplace, the home, or wherever the two worlds meet.

design todd bracher

Fragment

material
Seat frame: solid beech, metal
Seat: polyether, feather mix with feathers  
and torn polyether, wadding
Legs: powder coated metal legs
Back cushions: polyether, feathers  
and comforell
Small cushions: polyether and wadding
Armrests and backrests: plywood, polyether 
and wadding. Option: laminate.

dimensions

Seat height: 460 mm   

(When you are sitting approximately 400mm.)

Seat depth: 590 mm (No decorative pillow.)

Height of low armrest/ low back: 600 mm 

Height of high armrest/high back: 1150 mm

Total height with low back+cushion: 800 mm 

laminate

Light OakMetal 
Black 
RAL 9005

Black

legs Fogia recommends not to use fabric with  
a clear structure and/or pattern due to  
the placement of the fabric on the product.

For the oak tables the customer can choose 

from any of Fogia´s standard stains for oak



SECTIONS All parts can be mirrored 

3 seater 

91,5 x 220 91,5 x 220

2 seater  

91,5 x 149,5

2,5 seater

Fragment
1,5 seater  

91,5 x 113

1 seater  

91,5 x 76,5

1,5 seater - back

91,5 x 112 91,5 x 76

1 seater - back

1,5 seater - puff

91,5 x 112

87x87 - puff

91,5 x 91,5 91,5 x 76

1 seater - puff


